"A" Does Not Equal "A"

By Anna Von Reitz
The fact that the name "John Mark Doe" can function as either a Trade Name of a
"vessel" belonging to one of the land jurisdiction states operating in international
trade, or as the name of a Foreign Situs Trust belonging to the Territorial United
States operating in international commerce, was the basis of the entire fraud that
FDR used to fleece your parents and grandparents out of everything they had--their labor, their money, their land, and their peace.
Since "John Mark Doe" looks exactly the same as "John Mark Doe" there is no way to
tell the difference, except whatever anyone claims and can prove. So they got your
Mother to sign an undisclosed contract and they lied and told you that you had to
sign up for "Social Security" when in fact you were never eligible and didn't want to
apply. And they took title and claim to everything including your DNA in exchange
for nothing but their hot air.
Similarly, there is little or no distinction visually or verbally between the
unincorporated United States of America that our organic states are part of and a
foreign for-profit corporation merely calling itself the United States of America (Inc.).
Are you "John Mark Doe" an innocent private non-citizen "vessel" belonging to one of
the sovereign states of the unincorporated United States of America?
Or are you "John Mark Doe" a public franchise citizen and chattel property standing
as surety for the debts of the incorporated United States of America (Inc.)?
Now the vermin are trying to repeat the same basic trick again, a generation or two
later, and the stakes are higher. This time they mean to steal everything you are
and everything that is yours forever.
Are you the "lost" American Holder in Due Course of the Trading "Vessel" known as
"John Mark Doe" and the rightful possessor of the public estate trust known as
"JOHN MARK DOE"?
Or are you a United States Citizen operating the public estate trust and commercial
vessel known as "JOHN MARK DOE" for the benefit of the bankrupt UNITED STATES,
INC.?
In the first case, you are an American state national owed every protection under the
sun.

In the second case, you are a United States Citizen and a slave having no protection
at all.
So which one are you?
Ah, let's see..... I get back my ESTATE free and clear, together with indemnity
against all claims accrued against the ESTATE, or, I get boarded, raped, and pillaged
as an Admiralty "prize" by any attorney who "claims" that I am operating as a US
CITIZEN...... ?
Hmmmm...... I dunno...... I am too helpless and clueless to know the difference and
I have been lied to all my life and told that I am a US citizen....... by the same
people who stand to benefit greatly if I accept that role.....
I can tell you what my answer is: go straight to Hell if you call me any form of US
citizen or refer to me as "Mr." or "Mrs." of "Miss" anything--- which are all titles of
employees. I am not an employee. I am your employer. I am also the sovereign of
the land jurisdiction you are standing on. I am a non-citizen national of the
unincorporated Wisconsin State and I am fed up with your British Bullshit all the way
to the gills and more.
I have surrendered any and all PERSONS that have been foisted off onto me back to
the Secretary of the Treasury and have informed the Secretary of State that any
participation whatsoever in the programs of either the Territorial or Municipal United
States is purely involuntary and under duress and the result of unlawful and
predatory extortion and conscription and racketeering and Bad Faith and Breach of
Trust being committed against me and others by my own misdirected and
insubordinate employees. Blow the same clear, unequivocal message up the skirts
of the "US" Attorney General and ask Jeff Sessions which "United States" he is
working for?
If he is working for Ammon Bundy and me, by what upside down fantasy does he
propose to have any "delegated authority" to charge or arrest -- much less abuse-Ammon Bundy? And what is the "Nevada Franchise" doing pretending to have any
such granted authority, either? If the parent corporation doesn't have any such
authority, how does the franchise pretend that it does? Jeff Sessions knows its
fraud and identity theft resulting in personage being committed against Ammon
Bundy and others. He knows that the claims of "US Citizenship" allowing this are all
bogus, all built and based on self-interested fraud committed by foreign for-profit
corporations that are supposed to be here working for us to provide "essential
government services" to our states, not their own "state of state" franchises.
If you are one of those misdirecting and misinforming my employees and supposedly
acting in my behalf as my "representative" you are fired. Here is your formal Notice
that you are not my Agent, do not represent me, have no power of attorney over my
name or estate, and are ordered to cease and desist acting in any such capacity,
making any such claim or engaging in any further infringement upon my name or
property.
I sent the "US Congress" its Pink Slip years ago and have the letters and mailing
receipts to prove it.

So, are you a slave or a free man? Only you know the answer. Only you make the
choice.
But if you are going to be a free man, know that it comes at a price. Everything that
you see around you belongs to you--- the land and everything on it. If you are going
to be free, you have the obligation to self-govern and to make decisions about how
your county, your state, and your country are run---and by whom. Are you going to
do it, or in the face of the current Mess, are you going to continue to hire foreigners
and "trust" them to do it?
You also have an obligation to defend your county, your state, and your country in
time of need.
If you are going to stand up and be counted as a free man instead of a state
corporation-owned slave, then you need to accept your responsibilities that go with
the rights. Help organize and participate in your local county Jural Assembly. If you
are between the ages of 21 and 45, accept your obligation to serve in the local
militia. If you are younger or older or physically unable to serve as a militia
member, serve as a Supporting Member. Make their sandwiches. Donate to their
training and equipment needs.
I am not talking about any foreign territorial "State of" or "STATE OF" militia. That
little word "of" means "apart from, separate from, or belonging to". Why in Heaven's
name would you be joining and supporting a foreign corporate militia on your shores
instead of forming your own state militia? For example, its the California Militia, not
the "State of California" Militia, that you belong to as a birthright member if you were
born in California.
Learn to see through these veils of deception that the enemies of all free men and
women have sought to put in place to better serve their greed and power lust.
Your ancestors made you a sovereign of the land jurisdiction. So be a sovereign
instead of a slave. Operate the land jurisdiction government you are owed and learn
to operate the undelegated powers of the international jurisdiction of the sea that
you are owed.
Ninety percent of Americans are engaged in innocent international trade, but they
are paying taxes and being "regulated" as if they were engaged in international
commerce.
It is time to slap Congress and the Territorial United States and Municipal United
States--all three--- silly. But in order to do so, you have to grow up, accept
responsibility, educate yourself, and take action in your own behalf. You can't just
sit there like a complacent bump and expect that these vermin that have piled on
your back and ridden you like sex-crazed dogs will just voluntarily and naturally pop
off when you tell them to. You and your country are being raped. It takes more
than a little "Pardon me, but...." or a gentle reminder to people who never knew or
who have long since forgotten you and your rights in their eagerness to serve
themselves and glut at the public trough.
Send those "Birth Certificates" back to the Secretary of the Treasury and appoint him
your Fiduciary to deal with this situation. Inform the Secretary of State of your

decision. Send it all Registered Mail "from without the United States" and keep
copies of the correspondence and mailing receipts.
Write to the Secretary of the United Nations and bitch, bitch, bitch. Make it clear
that your country has been misrepresented and so have you.
Same thing with Pope Francis. Give him an ear-full of what has been going on here
and point out that this is happening on his watch. The misbehavior and criminality of
all these "governmental services corporations" are the responsibility of the Roman
Curia that ultimately created them. These corporations all have clauses allowing
them to participate in any "lawful" activity, not every "legal" activity. Hound these
men. Hold them responsible. Expose what they have been allowing to go on. They
can yank the charters of these criminal empires and liquidate them for cause.
It's more than past time that they liquidated the Bar Associations. And the British
Crown, which they own and secondarily operate.
And as for Donald Trump, the only way he is going to drain the swamp and make
American great again is with our help and a lot of it.
I am not the only American with a voice and a will and a pocketbook and two legs to
walk out the door of any "Territorial" or "Municipal" jurisdiction merely presumed to
exist. Get educated. Get mouthy. Get going.
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